1. B1 hits a line drive back at the pitcher. Without touching anyone, the
ball hits the pitcher’s rubber and deflects directly into the 1st base dugout. The correct
call is…
a. Foul ball.
b. Ground rule double; put B1 on 2nd base.
c. Ball is dead; award B1 first base.
2. R1 is on 1st and R3 is on 3rd with one out. B1 hits a fly ball to right field and R1 takes
off immediately on contact. The right fielder makes the catch for the second out while
R3 legally tags up and scores. After R3 has scored, the ball is thrown to first base for
the third out, easily putting out R1 who did not legally tag up. How many runs score on
this play?
a. No runs score since R1 was forced out.
b. One run scores as R3 scored before R1 was put out.
3. The count is 2-2 and B1 swings at an inside fastball. As he swings at the pitch, the
ball hits his hands on the bat and the ball rolls toward the pitcher in fair territory. The
correct call is….
a. Fair ball; the ball remains in play.
b. Foul ball; the batter remains at bat with a 2-2 count.
c. Hit by pitch; send the batter to first base.
d. Dead ball; the batter is charged with a strike, and since the count was 2-2, he is
declared out.

4. B1 hits a fly ball to the left center gap. F8 makes a diving play on the ball. The ball
bounces off his glove back into the air and he catches it. When can the runner at 3rd
base leave on a tag play?
A. As soon as the ball is hit
B. As soon as the ball hits F8’s glove
C. Once the ball has been securely caught by the centerfielder

5. B1 hits a fly ball to the left center gap. The centerfielder comes over and makes a
diving catch. While still on his belly, he raises his glove to show that he caught the ball
and the ball comes out of his glove. Is this a catch?
A. Yes
B. No
6. The batter has a 3-1 count and there is a runner on 2nd. The pitcher does not come
set and throws home. The pitch is a ball. What is the correct ruling?
A. Ignore the balk. Place the batter at 1st and R2 at second
B. Ignore the balk. Place the batter at 1st and R2 at third
C. Enforce the balk. Place the batter at 1st and R2 at third
D. Enforce the balk. The batter stays at the plate with a 3-1 count and place R2 at third
7. B1 has a 1-2 count with 1 out. B1 strikes out as R1 is stealing second. After
swinging at the pitch B1 steps across the plate as the catcher is trying to make the
throw to second. The catchers throw is high and goes out into centerfield. R1 ends up
on 3rd base. What is the correct ruling?
A. B1 is out and R1 is on 3rd base
B. B1 is out and R1 is on 2nd base
C. B1 is out and R1 returns to 1st base
D. Both B1 and R1 are out
8. In the 5th inning Jones is used as a courtesy runner for the catcher. Jones comes
around and scores. Later in the same inning the coach wants to use Jones as a pinch
hitter for the right fielder. Is this legal?
A. Yes
B. No
9. B1 hits a ball down the right field line. As B1 rounds first base he collides with the F3
who was watching the ball. B1 gets up and tries to go to second but is thrown out on a
close play. What is the correct call?
A. B1 is out
B. B1 is awarded 1st base
C. B1 is awarded 2nd base
D. B1 is awarded 3rd base

10. B1 has a 1-1 count with 1 out. B1 is swinging as R1 is stealing 2nd. When B1
swings his momentum takes him across the plate. When the F2 throws the ball the R1
turns around and goes back toward first. R1 is eventually retired after multiple throws.
The correct call is…
A. B1 is out for interference and R1 is put back on first
B. B1 is out for interference and R1 is also out
C. The interference is ignored since R1 is retired

